The existing metadiscourse studies on the comparison of English and Chinese language are relatively few, especially on spoken discourse. The present study examines the use of personal metadiscourse in English and Chinese commencement speeches based on Ädel's reflexive model of metadiscourse and its adaption. The corpus for this study comprises 60 commencement speeches -30 Chinese and 30 English -delivered in prestigious American and Chinese universities respectively. This study investigates (1) The similarities and differences in the use of personal metadiscourse in English and Chinese commencement speeches; (2) the possible reasons behind these similarities and differences. Qualitative and quantitative analysis indicates that American speeches feature markedly more personal metadiscourse than Chinese speeches. Textual analysis further reveals some similarities and differences in the discourse functions of personal metadiscourse between two sets of texts due to genre characteristics and social-cultural differences. The findings of this study provide some insight into the classification of Chinese metadiscourse and the awareness of cross-cultural communication.
INTRODUCTION
Metadiscourse has become the interest of academic research since its first appearance in applied linguistics, driven by the function of metadiscourse as a rhetorical resource in relating language to its contexts of use (Hyland, 2017) . Due to its conceptually rich and analytically powerful nature, metadiscourse studies have come across difficulties and fuzziness in its definition, classification and analysis. Generally, there are two definitions formed in the study of metadiscourse: one which takes a broad definition and approach, seeing textual interaction as fundamental to the category, and one which uses a narrow definition and approach, seeing discourse reflexivity as fundamental to the category (Ädel & Mauranen, 2010) . This study takes the reflexive model and employs Ädel's (2010) classification of metadiscourse to examine the use of personal metadiscourse in English and Chinese university commencement speeches. Therefore, in this study, metadiscourse in defined as "discourse about the evolving discourse, or the writer's explicit commentary on her own ongoing text" (Ädel, 2006) .
As mentioned above, metadiscourse reflects the relationship between language and its contexts of use. In other words, metadiscourse is context-specific, which means we should put the study of metadiscourse in specific context or discourse. So far, many scholars have investigated metadiscourse in different registers. For example, Zhang (2016) undertook a comprehensive linguistic analysis of metadiscourse markers in written registers. By using the Freiburg update of the Lancaster-Oslo/Bergen Corpus of British English as database, the researcher examined register variation of metadiscourse markers across the press, general prose, academic prose and fiction. Following this study, Zhang et al. (2017) conducted a similar research to examine register variation of metadiscourse markers in spoken language. Some scholars examine the use of metadiscourse in specific genre such as textbooks (Crismore, 1984; Hyland, 1999) , academic research articles (Abdi, 2002; Dahl, 2004; Hu & Cao, 2011; Hyland, 1998; Jiang & Hyland, 2017; Kim & Lim, 2013; Salas, 2015) , college students' essay (Ädel, 2006; Cheng & Steffensen, 1996; Crismore, Markkannen, & Steffensen, 1993; Ho & Li, 2018; Intaraprawat & Steffensen, 1995; Lee & Deakin, 2016; Yoon, 2017) , post-graduate dissertation (Bunton, 1999) and casual conversation (Schiffrin, 1980) . Among the existing studies on metadiscourse, researches in written discourse have been widely investigated, especially in academic writing, while few studies have been conducted to examine the use of metadiscourse in spoken registers (Ädel, 2010 Amelia, Michela, & Giuseppe, 2006; Bu, 2014; Buttny & Hashim, 2015; Gordon & Luke, 2016; Guillem, 2009; Kelly, Cunningham, & Ricketts, 2017; Lee & Subtirelu, 2015; Mai, 2016; Mauranen, 2003 Mauranen, , 2010 Tang, 2017; Thompson, 2003; Zare & Tavakoli, 2017 ).
It's noticed that few studies on metadiscourse have been conducted in spoken registers, let alone the comparative study between English and Chinese languages. Therefore, the present study undertakes a comparative study to investigate the use of personal metadiscourse in spoken discourse, focusing on English and Chinese university commencement speeches. As a specific genre, university commencement speech gains society's attention due to its important role in student's education and social life. To speak effectively, commencement addressers need to take the audience into consideration. The addressers should make the organization of information in the speech clearly presented to the audience and make their own values and advices accepted by the audience. One way that writers can effectively reach their audiences is through the features in a text that have been labeled metadiscourse (Intaraprawat & Steffensen, 1995) . Therefore, metadiscourse is an important persuasive power in commencement speech.
In response to the issues identified above, this study aims to investigate cultural, language and genre-related influences on the use of personal metadiscourse by comparing English and Chinese commencement speeches delivered in American and Chinese universities. More specifically, it seeks to answer the following two questions: (1) What are the similarities and differences in the frequency and diversity of the use of personal metadiscourse and its discourse functions in English and Chinese commencement speeches? (2) What are the factors causing these similarities and differences?
LITERATURE REVIEW
The term metadiscourse was first put forward by Zelling Harris in 1959 to offer a way of understanding language in use, representing a writer's or speaker's attempts to guide a receiver's perception of a text. Since its appearance in academic works, metadiscourse has become a fuzzy item in terms of its definition, classification and pragmatic functions. Some analysts study both the textual and interpersonal functions of metadiscourse (Ädel, 2006; Cheng & Steffensen, 1996; Crismore et al., 1993; Hyland, 1998 Hyland, , 2004 , while other analysts have narrowed the focus of metadiscourse to features of textual organization (Mauranen, 1993; Valero-Garcés, 1996) or explicit illocutionary predicates (Beauvais, 1989) . Therefore, it is an important and necessary part to clearly define this term, and set up a classification system for our own research.
The Classification of Metadiscourse Proposed by Ädel
In this study, we employ Ädel's (2006) notion of metadiscourse, seeing metadiscourse primarily as a form of linguistic reflexivity. Metadiscourse serves metalinguistic, expressive and directive functions of language, based on Roman Jakobson's model of six basic linguistic functions. According to Ädel, metadiscourse is thus defined as "discourse about the evolving discourse, or the writer's explicit commentary on her own ongoing text" (Ädel, 2006) . This means that the main components of metadiscourse include the discourse, or text itself (the metalinguistic function) and also potentially the writer/speaker persona (the expressive function) and the real or imagined audience (the directive function). One important point in Ädel's model is that the referential function is excluded, as it refers to entities in the 'real world', outside of the world of discourse.
We focus on Ädel's (2010) taxonomy of metadiscourse. Drawing on the reflexive model, Ädel (2006) makes a distinction between personal and impersonal metadiscourse. Ädel (2006, p. 47) defines personal metadiscourse as instances of metadiscourse that make "direct reference to the writer and/or reader of the current text, either by means of pronouns (primarily I, we, you and their oblique and possessive forms) or nouns (such as writer, author, and reader)." Expressions such as "as I showed above" (Ädel, 2006, p. 48) , and "as you will see" (Ädel, 2006, p. 162) are examples of personal metadiscourse. As Ädel (2006, p. 20) points out, what is in focus in personal metadiscourse is "how writers and readers relate to the world of discourse (or the text), or how they relate to each other within that world." Impersonal metadiscourse, however, refers to those instances of metadiscourse that "does not make explicit reference to the discourse participants" (Ädel, 2006, p. 14) . Instead of using pronominal and nominal references to the writer or the reader, passive voice and other impersonal constructions maybe used to avoid explicit self or other presentation in impersonal metadiscourse. Expressions such as "as shown above" and "to conclude" are instances of impersonal metadiscourse (Ädel, 2006, p. 48) .
The above-mentioned personal and impersonal metadiscourse provides a superficial division of metadiscourse and a searching method for potential metadiscourse in computer-assisted discourse analysis. However, a more detailed and deeper classification system is needed. Thus, Ädel's (2010) classification of metadiscourse based on different discourse functions is employed in present study. Within the taxonomy, a primary distinction is made between "Metatext", which is primarily oriented toward the code/discourse itself, and "Audience interaction", which is primarily oriented toward the audience. Metatext is then divided into three different groups: metalinguistic comments, discourse organisation, and speech act labels; Audience interaction comprises one category, called references to the audience. More specifically, metalinguistic comments consist of discourse functions of repairing, reformulating, commenting on linguistic form/ meaning, clarifying, and managing terminology. Repairing refers to speaker or writer's self or other-initiated correctness of previous statement. Reformulating, different from repairing, provides alternative terms or expressions for the purpose of expansion. Commenting on linguistic form or meaning engages making metalinguistic references to the use of certain words and expressions. Clarifying is used when addresser is trying to specify the intention and avoid any misunderstanding. The last subcategory managing terminology is used when a new term or definition is given.
Discourse organization comprises discourse functions dealing with topic management: introducing topic (used to open the topic), delimiting topic (used to specify the constraints of the topic), adding to topic (used when adding a certain topic or subtopic), concluding topic (used to close a topic) and marking asides (used to open or close a 'topic sidetrack' or digression). Discourse organization also comprises functions dealing with phorics management, which are used when pointing to different locations and portions in the current discourse. These category consists of enumerating, endophoric marking, previewing, reviewing, and contextualizing. Enumerating is used to order different parts of the discourse. Endophoric marking is used to draw the attention of the audience to specific location of the discourse. For example, when the audience is instructed to look at a table, or turn to a specific point in a handout. Previewing and reviewing involve pointing forward and backward respectively in the discourse to inform what has been stated and what is about to be stated. Finally, contextualizing is used to comment on (the conditions of) the situation of writing or speaking, thus containing the traces of the production of the discourse.
The speech act labels category consists of arguing which is used to stress the action of arguing for or against an issue, exemplifying which is used to give explicit examples, and a general category of other speech act labelling for those speech acts which are not frequently used (e.g., remind, share, quote, offer, point out and list). With regard to the last category reference to the audience, there are some specific discourse functions included such as managing comprehension/channel, managing audience discipline, anticipating the audience's response, managing the message, and imaging scenarios. Managing comprehension or channel occurs when the addresser wants to check the participants' understanding of the ongoing discourse. Managing audience discipline refers to directly addressing the participants and in some cases complimenting or reprimanding them for their behavior. Anticipating the audience's response is used when the addresser predicts probable reactions of the participants to what is said. Managing the message requires emphasizing the main part of the discussion for the audience to remember. Imagining scenarios occurs when the audience are asked to suppose something in the shared world of discourse.
The Modification of Ädel's Classification
Based on Ädel's classification, we slightly modify it and add another three new subcategories or new discourse functions into the original one (see figure 1 ). There are some reasons for adding new categories. Firstly, it's widely acknowledged that metadiscourse is an open category. When we analyze different texts of different registers, it's natural to come across more new types of metadiscourse. Secondly, Ädel also mentioned that "the taxonomy is likely to need further revision, but it can be seen as a first attempt at creating a comprehensive taxonomy" (Ädel, 2010) . Ädel put forward the classification system based on material from academic lectures, but in our research, the data is university commencement speech which is different from Adel's. Thirdly, in the process of data analysis, other metadiscursive expressions are found with functions independent enough to stand as a separate subcategory, so we add another three new discourse functions to the original one.
The three new subcategories are connecting topic, saying and calling for the audience attention to the following content. Connecting topic is added to the discourse organization part to manage topics. It is used to link topics and create salient coherence relations in discourse. For example, in (1) (2), you know and you see here don't have a very concrete meaning but just function as a discourse marker connecting two topics, which makes the discourse more coherent.
(1) …took on the job, now it's your turn, welcome. You know I once had a friend, who had a rich uncle… (2) It was not what I had expected. You see, when it came to my career, in 1998, I was also adrift. This subcategory usually contains the expressions you know and you see. As discourse markers, the discourse functions of you know and you see have been studied by many scholars (House, 2009; Li, 2009; Qiao, 2008; Ran, 2002; Rintaniemi, 2017; Xu, 2008) . In most cases, the two discourse markers are regarded as linguistic elements that have little or no semantic meaning but procedural meaning. As House (2009) argues that the main function of you know is highly speaker-oriented: its purpose is to create salient coherence relations and help the speaker when he or she is having difficulties in planning the utterance. In addition, Xu (2008) points out that you know has some discourse functions as repairing marker, addition marker, insufficiency marker and turn government marker. As for the discourse marker you see, Zhong (2013) argues that it contains pragmatic functions as change marker, addition marker and repair marker. Through these studies, we can draw a conclusion that as discourse markers, the discourse functions of you see and you know are very similar to each other. Whatever pragmatic functions these two discourse markers possess such as repairing, adding and shifting topics, I summarize these functions to one major function and call it connecting topic and classify this discourse function to main category discourse organization. In Chinese language, the corresponding expression with this discourse function is in most cases the expression "ni zhi dao (you know)".
The second new subcategory in my study is saying which involves general verba dicendi such as say, speak, talk or write (Ädel, 2006, p. 63) . I classify this discourse function into the category speech act labels. The new subcategory is borrowed from Ädel to indicate the action of saying whose main function is "to remind the reader of the main topic while bringing up some fact that is important to the argumentation." The following are some examples in English commencement speeches of this study:
(3) first part of the test. But with the rest let me say upfront, and I mean this sincerely, there's… (4) all those geniuses who never get this chance? I'm talking about the young people from right here. (5) our community continue to make bad choices. And I have to say, growing up, I made quite a few myself… (6) hours that we can never get back? To this I say: you can always trust that when you're coming… In most cases, this discourse function saying includes some verbs like say, speak and talk about. In Chinese corpus, this subcategory contains some expressions like "wo xiang shuo", "wo yao shuo" which mean "I want to say…". Here are some examples of this kind in Chinese corpus:
University, many things you've learned seem to be useless. But I have to say, it's likely that these seemingly useless things…
If you want to leave your footprints in your life journey, you must take one step at a time. I want to say that in today's society, you have too many choices…
My dear students, at the graduation ceremony today, I
have to say what you gain today is not just diploma, but also self-confidence…
The last new subcategory added to Ädel's model is calling for the audience attention to the following content. And it belongs to the category reference to the audience. When analyzing two corpus of commencement speech, I came across many metadiscursive expressions like "I will tell you…", "let me tell you…", "I speak to you…". It is a kind of interaction with the audience, but I couldn't find an appropriate place to put them in Ädel's classification for the functions of "wo gao su ni (I tell you)" are mostly informing, reaffirming, directing, warning and reminding. Dong argues that the main function of this expression is emphasizing or calling for the audience's attention to the ongoing text. Although Dong has put forward five discourse functions, I take our Ädel (2010) research focus of metadiscourse into consideration and label metadiscouse containing this kind of expression as calling for the audience attention to the following content. There are some examples in both corpus: (10). like to plant a kiss on a life lived fully. And I can tell you from experience that, once you under… (11) as you want it to be. My job today is to tell you don't believe it. Because as tough as things… (12) AntConc 3.2.4 was used to process material. According to Ädel (2006) , personal metadiscoure includes pronouns (primarily I, we, you and their oblique and possessive forms) or nouns (such as writer, author, and reader). Considering the linguistic features in spoken discourse, the following items were searched in English corpus: I, we, you, me, my, your, us, our, ourselves, everyone. As for the Chinese corpus, since the transcription of Chinese speeches have been segmented which means if we put in "我(I)" as keyword, we can get al. lists of "我(I)", "我们(we)", "我的(my)", "我们的(our)". So we only need to search few items as "我(I)", "你(you)", " 大家(everyone)", "各位(everybody)", "同学们 (students)". After searching these words, we need to manually identify whether it is a metadisursive expression or not, and also to identify the discourse functions of each personal metadiscoure.
As for identifying the metadiscursive expressions, according to Ädel (2010, p. 75), the three criteria for metadiscourse are as follows: "explicitness", "world of discourse", "current discourse", and-for personal types of metadiscourse "speaker-writer qua speaker-writer" and "audience qua audience". The "explicitness" criterion refers to the explicit commentary on the ongoing discourse. The "world of discourse" criterion indicates that the action should take place in the world of discourse rather than in the "real world". The "current text" criterion states the fact that metadiscourse makes reference to the current text rather than other texts. The same principle is applied to the current addresser and the current addressee, with the requirement that they be talked about or referred to in their roles as discourse participants or in other words, in the world of discourse.
In this study, we only focus on personal metadiscourse that means only expressions containing personal pronouns that direct the audience's attention to discourse and influence their interpretation of the discourse qualify as metadiscourse. The following examples are given for better understanding the notion of metadiscourse, in which the metadiscursive expressions are illustrated in italics. (16) reviewing: isn't dirty, you haven't been in the game.
I spoke earlier about definitions of personal success… Therefore, I'd like to draw a conclusion that our Fudan students are not just craftsman… There still exists one job to do after identifying all the metadiscourse. It is noticed that when we search for the items "I" and "you" respectively, the metadiscourse markers "I" and "you" co-occur in one sentence and are counted twice. According to Ädel, metadiscourse markers signal metadiscourse, and metadiscourse is realized by metadiscourse markers and their surrounding linguistic expressions which may also be metadiscourse markers (Ädel, 2006, pp. 48-52) . However, in this research, our focus is metadiscourse not metadiscourse markers. Therefore, after collecting all metadiscourse expressions, we have to check them and delete the same metadiscourse.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
As shown in table 1, the total number of metadiscourse found in English commencement speeches were 211, and the Chinese speeches 62, which were the raw frequency of personal metadiscourse. In order to get more accurate results, we counted the normalized frequency of personal metadiscourse in two corpuses. The results showed that on average there were 23 personal metadiscourse per 10 000 words in English speeches and 8 in Chinese speeches. Apparently, personal metadiscourse used in English speeches was far more frequent than that of Chinese speeches.
Personal metadiscourse focuses on "how writers and readers relate to the world of discourse (or the text), or how they relate to each other within that world." Commencement speech as a kind of spoken communication involves interaction between addressers and addressees. In this respect, the use of personal metadiscourse is an effective means for speakers to establish harmonious relationship with the audience and achieve their goals of delivering the speech.
However, as a whole, personal metadiscourse was more frequently used in English commencement speeches than in Chinese. The reason is that apparently there were far more personal pronouns in English than in Chinese (see Table 1 ). Chinese is a parataxis language which means it uses less linguistic forms to achieve coherence. In addition, Chinese language is more loose in structure and has many no-subject sentence. What's more, under the influence of Confucianism, Chinese people are more implicit and indirect in showing their views and thinking, while to some extent, English addresser are opposite. English is a hypotaxis language which needs overt linguistic forms to connect phrases or sentences and to present logic meanings. Therefore, in Chinese speeches, the number of personal pronouns mainly serving as the subject of an utterance is significantly less than in English speeches.
As for the distribution of personal metadiscourse with different functions, we can see from table 2 that in both speeches, the category metatext was more frequently used than audience interaction. This is due to genre-related factor.
Commencement speech actually can be regarded as a kind of monologue, in which addressers pay much attention to the organization of the discourse to guide the audience toward the flow of discourse. Therefore, in both languages, metatext was used more frequently. In English commencement speeches, the three subtypes of reference to audience, speech act labels and discourse organization accounted for nearly the same percentage and they were the main discourse functions which metadiscourse served in English commencement speeches. In Chinese speeches, discourse organization was the most frequently used type of metadiscourse, which took up to nearly half of all those metadiscourse, and then the speech act labels and reference to the audience took up the rest of all metadiscourse. The subtype metalinguistic comments didn't occur in Chinese speeches.
Metalinguistic Comments
As shown in table 3, metalinguistic comments didn't occur in Chinese speeches, and this subtype accounted for smallest proportion in English speeches. This can be attributed to genre difference. The subtype repairing does not occur both in Chinese and English speeches, which is different from what Ädel (2010) and Mauranen (2012) discover about the use of repairing in their research. Repairing, as mentioned above, refers to self or other-initiated correctness of previous statement (Ädel, 2010) . Ädel (2010) attributes the common presence of repairing to lack of time for planning and revision in real-time discourse. Although this is natural in speech, the absence of repairing in both English and Chinese speeches may due to the preparation of the addressers before delivery, the master of language for native speakers. What' more, university commencement speech is a kind of monologue which shows the presentation of addressers' views to the audience. Therefore, it's reasonable that repairing is absent in both sets of corpus. Similarly, the disappearing of managing terminology is also due to genre difference. The speeches selected in this study are delivered by famous people to university students, so the main aim is to help students develop excellent values and believes toward their future career and life. Therefore, these speeches are not concerning with some specialized terms which need to be defined.
In English commencement speeches, reformulating and clarifying are more often used than in Chinese. Since the speakers' identities are different, Chinese commence- ment speakers are presidents of university, while American university commencement speakers are famous people in various fields. The main content and the purposes of delivering the speeches are quite different. In China, the university presidents often provide their advices or expectations for graduates, then give some explanations. However, in English commencement speeches, the speakers with different careers and identities often share their personal stories or experiences with graduates and then put forward their suggestions and expectations. Chinese speaker don't need to reformulate something or clarify themselves. In English speeches, the function of clarifying which was used to spell out the addresser's intentions in order to avoid misinterpretation occurred most frequently. And then followed the function of reformulating. The rest discourse functions didn't occur in English speeches. The situation was different in Chinese corpus. Specially, all the discourse functions of this subtype didn't appear. Table 4 displays the results of the distribution analysis of discourse organization functions. The category discourse organization is considered as a metatext metadiscourse that is primarily oriented toward the discourse dealing with topic and phorics management (Ädel, 2010) . As can be seen, the distribution of different discourse functions in this subtype is very similar in English and Chinese speeches. Introducing topic, concluding topic and enumerating were both frequently used in two languages, which can be attributed to the organization of information before presentation. In English and Chinese speeches, introducing topic often occur at the beginning to catch audience attention and indicate what is going on in the following; enumerating shows the relation between a specific part with other parts of the spoken discourse, which can make the delivery more cohesive and coherent; concluding topic often occur at the end of a speech to make a summery. All these types show the clear organization of speeches and make the delivery more clearly presented to audience. On the contrary, the discourse functions delimiting topic, adding to topic, marking asides were absent in both speeches, which can be attributed to the well organization of information and the preparation of speech before delivery. What's more, since there were no handouts or slides for the audience when listening, endophoric marking didn't occur in both modes. The major difference between two modes was the more frequent use of discourse organization function in Chinese speeches, which accounted for the largest proportion among four subtypes of metadiscourse. What's more, the subtype introducing topic is the most frequently used metadiscourse in Chinese commencement speeches. As can be seen in the following examples, in Chinese speeches, the structure of the commencement speeches is more fixed as advices plus explanations, the addresser pays more attention to the flow of the whole speech. Thus, the discourse organization were most frequently used in Chinese speeches, which didn't mean discourse organization were not frequent in English speeches. Actually, the normalized frequency of discourse organization in English mode was higher than in Chinese. Another difference in this subcategory discourse organization between English and Chinese commencement speeches is the discourse function connecting topic. In English corpus, connecting topic accounted for the second largest proportion in this subcategory, while it didn't occur in Chinese corpus. The main cause for this phenomenon is that the focus of this study is personal metadiscourse. The metadiscursive expressions you know and you see frequently occurred in English discourse functioning as connecting topics. While in Chinese discourse, the equivalent metadiscourses "ni zhi dao" and "ni kan" didn't occur. Other expressions such as connectives which function as connecting topic in Chinese commencement speeches didn't contain personal pronouns, which made them excluded in Chinese personal metadiscourse.
Discourse Organization

Speech Act Labels
As for the speech act labels functions (see Table 5 ), arguing and exemplifying rarely occur in both speeches, which may be attributed to the limited material and too specific kind of speech act. What's more, the absence of arguing in both speeches is more likely to be genre-related, because arguing is more common in written mode where writers need to argue for or against a point that is crucial to their research, whereas speech generally presents or cites data and facts. The newly added subcategory saying was frequently used in both English and Chinese speeches. From example (24) to (27), it can be seen that speakers often use the words say or talk to remind readers of the main topic while bringing up some facts that are important to the argumentation. have to say what you gain today is not just diploma, but also self-confidence…
University, many things you've learned seem to be useless. But I have to say, it's likely that these seemingly useless things… (26) gift than to see all of these folks graduate. I have to say, though, whenever I come to these (27) all those geniuses who never get this chance? I'm talking about the young people from right here. It is also noted that among the other speech act labeling subtype, English speeches employ more diverse speech acts such as call, say, suggest, mention, suppose, offer and so on. However, in Chinese speeches, these kinds of speech act labels were quite limited such as "回顾(look back)", "回忆 (recall)", "形容(describe)".
References to the Audience
As for the second type of metadiscourse references to the audience (see Table 6 ), which focuses on audience interaction, managing comprehension, managing the audience discipline and imaging scenarios were less used in both languages. Commencement speech is more like a prepared presentation not dialogue between people and the content of the selected speeches are mainly related to values or believes in life not academic one, so the addresser seldom uses metadiscursive expressions to make sure the audience are with him. In terms of the discourse function managing the message which is typically used to emphasis the core message in what is being conveyed, or at least state what the addresser wishes the audience to remember or experience based on the discourse (Ädel, 2010) , both English and Chinese corpus employed such type of discourse function at the end of discourse to highlight the core message.
In both Chinese and English commencement speeches, the subtype calling the audience attention to the following content was frequently used. In example (28) (29), the expression "I tell you" is often used by addressers to call the audience attention and emphasize the following content. Due to the cultural difference that English is reader-oriented and Chinese is writer-oriented (Hinds, 1987) , English addressers are more likely to interact with the audience, but Chinese addressers tend to speak indirectly and let the audience think by themselves. Therefore, reference to audience was more frequently used in English speeches than in Chinese speeches. In summary, English addressers use more personal metadiscourse in their speeches compared with that in Chinese, which may be attributed to the difference in language and culture.
CONCLUSION
In this study, a comparative analysis was conducted to examine the similarities and differences in the use of personal metadiscourse between Chinese and English commencement speeches. Also an attempt was made to explore the cultural, language and genre-based influences on the use of personal metadiscourse. Through data analysis, the results indicated some similarities and differences in two data sets. As for the similarities, both English and Chinese commencement speeches use metadiscourse as an effective resource to help the audience organize and interpret the ongoing text. And the addressers of both languages adopt more metatext metadiscourse than audience interaction, which reflects the monologic character of commencement speech. What's more, some discourse functions didn't occur in both modes such as repairing, commenting on linguistic form/meaning, delimiting topic, adding to topic, marking asides, endophoria marking and contextualizing due to genre difference.
With respect to the differences in two data sets, personal metadiscourse was more frequently performed in English speeches, especially the discourse function of references to the audience. These differences can be attributed to cultural and linguistic differences. English is reader-oriented and Chinese is writer-oriented (Hinds, 1987) . English addressers are more likely to interact with the audience, but Chinese addressers tend to speak more indirectly and implicitly, which lead to the less use of personal metadiscursive expressions in Chinese speeches. In addition, Chinese is a parataxis language which means it needn't use linguistic forms to achieve coherence, and Chinese language is more loose in structure and has many no-subject sentences. On the contrary, English is a hypotaxis language which needs overt linguistic forms to connect phrases or sentences and to present logic meanings. Therefore, there were more metatext metadiscourse in English speeches than in Chinese speeches. As for Chinese commencement speeches, the structure is more fixed as advices or expectations plus relevant explanations, and the speaker are the president of the university, so the discourse organization metadiscourse such as introducing topic and concluding topic is more often used compared with other types of metadiscourse. Therefore, cultural, language and genre-based factors influence the use of personal metadiscourse in both English and Chinese commencement speeches. Specifically, genre features lead to some similarities in the use of English and Chinese personal metadiscourse, while cultural and linguistic factors lead to most differences in the two data sets.
This study has provided a descriptive and empirical study of persuasive function of metadiscourse in a single domain. Meanwhile, it also provides a way of studying Chinese metadiscourse based on corpus by employing Ädel's (2010) taxonomy of metadiscourse. Although many attempts have been made to provide reliable findings, more comprehensive studies examining larger bodies of data are needed. In order to develop a more comprehensive understanding of metadiscourse, it is desirable to investigate impersonal types of metadiscourse functions. This study can help public speakers build up knowledge about cross-cultural communication and adjust their persuasive strategies according to the expectation of the audience in English language cultural context. 
